RFYC Clothing Now Available branded with Club insignia!

!

Finally, an excuse to buy some new clothes, the Royal Forth Spring Collection is finally available!!

!

You can have any of the insignia embroidered for £3.00 per garment at
"Superlogo", which is upstairs in the Sports Warehouse, Coburg Street, Leith.
0131 555 6940 You will need to make it clear that you want to go upstairs for
Superlogo products.!
The crossed flags can be with or without the wording.!
Option A - Crossed Flags only!

!
!
!

Option B - Crossed Flags with club!
name!

Option C - Maltese Cross & Crown!

!

When ordering you need to say where
you want the insignia split.!

!

"Superlogo" have a very wide range of clothing: Jackets, gillets, hats, fleeces,
T shirts, polo shirts, and rugby shirts, for men and women. See the full list on
the attached sheet. Their prices are very reasonable.!

!

We recommend that you choose neutral colours to preserve the image of the
club. Note that the insignia does not sit very well on yellow or white fabric.!

!

Their catalogue can be seen in the club room (on the shelf by the computer)
or visit their website at: http://www.superlogo.co.uk/. Many of the items in the catalogue are also on display in their showroom inside Sports Warehouse. If they
do not have stock, they can order it for you (normally within 24 hours).!

!

Once you have decided on the garments you wish to purchase just show your
RFYC Membership card and tell them which part of the Royal Forth insignia
you want added. It should only take a few days to have the work done.!

!

If you need any more information about this just phone Ian Lindsay (number
in handbook) or contact the office.!

!
!

A list of the items on sale at Superlogo:

